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No matter how wildly techy or trendy the future of sex toys 
may become, one thing is certain: good, old-fashioned 
learning isn’t just a passing fad. In today’s market, it’s a 
major no-no to be caught selling pleasure products without 

sex education outreach to consumers. Take your pick of 
savvy shop staff, attentive customer service specialists 

via email, phone or online chat, or the ever-popular 
books, blogs and informative Instagram accounts. 
It doesn’t matter how you do it; just make sure 

you’ve got something to increase your custom-
ers’ sex and anatomy know-how, and make sure 
it’s accurate and inclusive. Dr. Sadie Allison - a 
sex educator, author of multiple sex-ed books, 

and owner of pleasure product retail brands 
like Tickle Kitty and GoLove CBD Naturals - 
confirms that sex education is just as relevant 
now as it was when this whole industry revo-

lution began. When Dr. Allison began authoring 
sex books like ‘Tickle His Pickle’ and ‘Toygasms’ 
back in 2011, she was one of the few known 
names in sex-ed that reached beyond academia 
to mainstream audiences. Now a quick scroll 
through social media turns up hundreds or 
would-be and established writers, speakers and 

influencers, all operating under the ‘sex educa-
tor’ title. The good news is that these enthusias-
tic folks are a one-way ticket to sex toy consum-
ers. They follow them, they Tweet at them, and 
many even hope to become them someday. Con-
sumers also trust these folks to endorse quality 

pleasure accessories that are worth the bang 
for your buck. EAN caught up with Dr. Sadie 
to bring the industry up-to-speed on how to 
leverage the current sex education space to 
the advantage of your sales and consumer 
satisfaction. As Dr. Sadie concludes, it might 
even inspire some industry vets to add ‘sex 
educator’ to their own resume. 

Sex education goes hand-in-hand with toy sales
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Dr. Sadie Allison is a sex educator, author 
of multiple sex-ed books, and owner of 
pleasure product retail brands like Tickle 
Kitty and GoLove CBD Naturals 



How is consumer interest in sexual health 
and sex education evolving, as the genre has 
become much more popular outside of the 
industry niche over the last decade?

Dr. Sadie Allison: Sexuality has been 
gradually losing its’ mainstream taboo over the 
last decade, largely due to the media taking a 
big leap into sex topics. From the popularity 
of movies like Fifty Shades, to regular sex 
toy features in magazines like Cosmo and 
Glamour, to sex educators being quoted in 
Men’s Health - sex-ed is everywhere, and 
people are eager to get their hands on it! 
Before sex educators and sex toys exploded 
onto the mainstream scene, most 
consumers were shy about seeking out 
sex-ed and considered it something to be 
done quietly in private. 
Once sexual desires and fetishes began 
appearing on movie screens, in best-selling 
books, and in consumers’ favorite magazines, 
it gave people permission to be more open 
with their partners, friends, and themselves 
about what an incredible change sex 
education can make in their lives. 

Where are consumers finding their sex 
education these days, and how do they prefer 
to consume it?

Dr. Sadie Allison: Today, I think it depends 
on each consumer’s internet savvy. If you 
don’t mind a good, long browse and a little 
fact checking, there is a lot of fantastic 
information online covering just about every 
sex-related topic. 

Before the days of sex-ed blogs and articles 
being readily available on major mainstream 
websites, there were, and still are, tons of great 
books from some of the most celebrated sex 
educators like Dr. Ava Cadell, Dr. Ian Kerner 
and Charlie Glickman. Like much of the sex-ed 
category, sex-ed books were often hidden away 
in a bedroom dresser, but now they’re just as 
hip to chat about with your friends as the 
latest vibrators. 
Many adult retailers have always carried a good 
selection of sex-ed books, which have since 
become the modern go-to resources for sexually 
curious consumers. Adult boutiques continue to 
expanding their reading materials in response to 
excited demand from their customers. Leave it 
to sex to get people reading!
Since 2001 I’ve self-published sex-ed books, 
taught workshops, shared advice on TV and 
Radio and have ran the popular TickleKitty.com 
Boutique. In more recent years as blogs became 
a popular resource for sex-ed, I branched out to 
share sex-positive, accurate sexual knowledge 
in my Tickle Kitty Blog. 
I authored a collection of 6 illustrated how-to 
books in the Tickle Kitty family spanning a broad 
range of topics, from frisky oral sex advice in 
Tickle His Pickle to women’s self-pleasure in 
Tickle Your Fancy. They’ve stood the test of time 
and have been a key resource for adult retailers, 
providing the fundamental sex education to 
customers that got little to no sex-ed in school 
or at home. And with 2 million books sold, it’s 
clear that advice was well needed.

Is there a particular demographic that’s most 
interested in learning about sex? 
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Dr. Sadie Allison: The demographic for my 
audience on the Tickle Kitty website ranges 
from Millennials in their late 20s through their 
30s to middle-aged men and women in their 
40s and 50s. The 20-something set of younger 
Millennials has grown up with sex-ed being 
more readily available and popular. Reading 
sex articles and blogs is commonplace. Later 
Millennials in their 30s are old enough to 
remember when sexuality was extremely taboo 
and degraded by the media, so they’re more 
excited with the access of sex-ed content as 
they pursue their own desires that would have 
been forbidden in their parents’ generation. 
I find it even more heart-warming and optimistic 
to see middle-aged couples recapturing their 
spark and bringing new sexual knowledge 
into the bedroom. There is so much potential 
to make sex even better as age. It just takes 
curiosity and a bit of learning and exploring. I 
think the 45-55+ set might even be the most 
ecstatic to gain easy access to sex tips and toys 
because much of this generation was repressed 
sexually. Now they can comfortably explore their 
true pleasure potential.

As an educator yourself, what environment 
or delivery method do you find to be the best 
or most preferred method for teaching sex 
education?

Dr. Sadie Allison: It’s best to meet your 
consumer audience where they’re comfortable 
learning. So whether you’re writing books, 
giving workshops or posting blogs and social 
media content, you’ll eventually see what strikes 
a chord with your target market. Books have 
been a huge focus for me ever since my debut 
on female self-pleasure, Tickle Your Fancy, 
which sold over 1 million copies. Since then, 
I’ve focused on written material, both in book 
form and online in my Tickle Kitty Blog, as my 
audience prefers to soak in their sex-ed with a 

good read. Even without the societal taboos, 
some people are still a bit shy about publicly 
professing their pleasure journey and would 
prefer curling up with a book or their smart 
phone rather than attending a workshop. I’ve 
also learned that the visual illustrations I offer 
help guide the way and makes their learning 
process even easier.

What sex topics is your audience the most 
curious about? Do you find yourself specializing 
in any particular topics due to demand from 
your readers?

Dr. Sadie Allison: You can hardly log onto 
Facebook or even browse news media websites 
without stumbling over more and more sex toy 
topics. Everyone wants to know the best toys 
for every body part, pleasure preference, and 
sex act. Consumers are always asking about the 
latest sex toys online and in retail boutiques, and 
how to find the hottest ways to get creative in 
using them. I think it’s important to include take-
aways for your audience when you talk about 
sex toys. Instead of a sales pitch with product 
specs, steer them to the right toys based on 
their specific desires and benefits they wish to 
achieve. I’m flattered when retailers tell me that 
my book Toygasms!, on navigating the world of 
sex toys, is a staff favorite and helps their sales 
associates answers customer questions, and 
that’s its been part of new employee orientation 
trainings. 

What are some of the most rewarding and, 
by contrast, most challenging parts of being a 
modern sex educator?

Dr. Sadie Allison: With education, people are 
more empowered. And when there’s knowledge 
and confidence, consumers will purchase and 
enjoy more sex toys. There’s nothing more 
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